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Abstrat

We onsider the real{time transmission of enoded video from distributed, unoordinated wireless

terminals to a entral base station in a multi{ode CDMA system. Our approah is to employ the

reently proposed Simultaneous MAC Paket Transmission (SMPT) approah at the data link layer

(in onjuntion with UDP at the transport layer). We onsider the real{time transmission of both

video enoded in an open{loop (i.e., without rate ontrol) and video enoded in a losed loop (i.e.,

with rate ontrol). We ondut extensive simulations and study quantitatively the trade{o� between

the video quality, the transmission delay (and jitter), and the number of supported video streams

(apaity). We �nd that the simple to deploy SMPT approah ahieves signi�antly higher video

quality and smaller delays than the onventional sequential transmission approah, while ensuring

a high apaity. In typial senarios, with SMPT the probability of in{time video frame delivery

is more than twie as large as with sequential transmission (for given delay bounds). Our results

provide guidelines for the design and dimensioning of ellular wireless systems as well as ad{ho

wireless systems.

Keywords: Multi{ode CDMA; Rate Control; Real{Time; Simultaneous MAC Paket Transmission;

Uplink Transmission; Video.

1 Introdution

Video traÆ is expeted to aount for a large fration of the traÆ in future wireless networks. Gen-

erally, the transport of video over wireless links is a very hallenging problem. This is due to (1) the

stringent playout deadlines of the video frames (as well as the variability of the frame sizes for open{loop

enodings), and (2) the unreliability of the wireless links. For streaming servies (e.g., the web{based

streaming of prereorded video lips) whih do not require real{time interations, these hallenges an

be overome by relaxing the timing onstraints with reeiver side bu�ering and taking advantage of

multi{user diversity. Multi{user diversity is based on the observation that in a typial wireless system

with multiple users, at any point in time, some users are experiening favorable transmission onditions

on their wireless links, while others are experiening adverse transmission onditions. (This is due to the
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typially loation{dependent, time{varying, and bursty errors on the wireless links.) The basi idea of

multi{user diversity is to transmit at any point in time only over the links that are urrently experien-

ing favorable transmission onditions. If a link is urrently experiening adverse transmission onditions

(whih would require high power levels or several re{transmissions), then no transmissions are sheduled

for this link and the reeiver ontinues video playbak from its bu�er. (See, for instane, [7℄ for a detailed

study of suh a system.) Appliations that require real{time interations (e.g., video onferening, tele{

mediine and games), however, allow only for very limited relaxation of the timing onstraints (i.e., very

limited reeiver side bu�ering). In addition, taking advantage of multi{user diversity typially requires

the entral sheduling of paket transmissions. This entral sheduling requires an established signalling

and oordination struture, whih, however, is not available in the emerging ad{ho wireless networks. In

summary, the real{time video transmission by unoordinated wireless terminals is espeially hallenging.

In this paper we develop and evaluate simple, yet quite e�etive tehniques for the real{time video

transmission by distributed, unoordinated wireless terminals in a ommon interferene environment

(e.g., loal luster in an ad{ho network or ell in a ellular network). Our approah is to employ

Simultaneous MAC Paket Transmission (SMPT) tehniques, whih have been reently developed and

evaluated for the transmission of data traÆ (e.g., FTP traÆ). The basi idea of SMPT is to transmit

multiple pakets (on multiple CDMA odes) in parallel to make up for pakets lost due to errors on the

wireless hannel. While SMPT tehniques have been studied extensively for the transmission of data

traÆ without any �xed deadlines [5, 4℄, they have not yet been studied in the ontext of ontinuous

media (suh as video) with strit timing onstraints (exept for the initial study [9℄ whih foused on

the stabilization of the TCP throughput for video, see Setion 1.1 for details).

In this paper we study the real{time transmission (with UDP as the transport protool) of video

enoded with rate ontrol as well as of video enoded without rate ontrol. Video enoded with rate

ontrol has typially only moderate bit rate variations on typially small time sales. On the other hand,

enoding video without rate ontrol | whih requires less omplexity (and saves ost and energy at

the wireless devie) | results in video traÆ with large bit rate variations over many di�erent time

sales (inluding long time sales) [6℄. In addition, video enoded without rate ontrol typially exhibits

long range dependene (or self{similarity). Consequently, we �nd that di�erent variations of the SMPT

tehnique are appropriate for the di�erent types of enoded video. The so{alled slow{healing SMPT

mehanism, whih resorts to transmitting multiple MAC pakets in parallel only after su�ering loss on

the wireless link, is suited for the relatively smooth video enoded with rate ontrol. On the other hand,

the so{alled fast{start and slow{start SMPT mehanisms, whih transmit from the outset on multiple

parallel odes, are suited for the bursty video enoded without rate ontrol.

Throughout our study we pay lose attention to implementation aspets. Our fous is on tehniques

that are simple to deploy in pratial systems and give tangible performane improvements, rather than

tehniques that are optimized for performane at the expense of inreased omplexity. The presented

SMPT mehanisms operate exlusively at the data link layer and do not require any higher layer infor-

mation. Also, the SMPT mehanisms do not require any oordination among the wireless terminals in

the luster of an ad{ho network or the ell of a ellular network. The SMPT mehanism running in

a given wireless terminal shedules the MAC paket transmissions ompletely independently from the

other wireless terminals in the luster (or ell). The wireless terminals \feel" eah other only through

the interferene level generated by their transmissions. By varying the number of used CDMA odes

and monitoring the suess of its own transmissions, the SMPT mehanism in a given wireless terminal

probes the apaity of the luster (ell). In typial senarios the SMPT mehanism more than doubles

the probability of in{time video frame delivery

This paper is organized as follows. In the following setion we give an overview of related work on
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video transmission in wireless environments. In Setion 2 we desribe the real{time transmission of video

using the SMPT mehanisms. We �rst review the SMPT tehnique and then adapt it to the transmission

of video traÆ. We also de�ne the performane metris used in our performane evaluations and outline

the simulation senarios. In Setion 3 we quantitatively evaluate the transmission of video enoded with

rate ontrol. Setion 4 studies the transmission of video enoded without rate ontrol. We summarize

our onlusions in Setion 5.

1.1 Related Work

The area of video transmission in wireless environments has attrated a great deal of attention reently

and a large body of literature on the topi has emerged. Several shemes have been proposed for

improving the video quality by employing adaptive video oding shemes, see for instane [2, 10, 11, 13,

20℄. Our work is orthogonal to these adaptive video enoding shemes in that we adapt the sheduling

of the transmissions of the MAC pakets arrying the video (instead of the enoding of the video).

A hybrid sheme employing forward error orretion (FEC) and automati repeat request (ARQ)

is proposed in [14℄. The ARQ omponent in [14℄ does not transmit multiple pakets simultaneously in

response to lost pakets. Thus, our SMPT approah is orthogonal to [14℄ in that it may be used as a

re�ned ARQ omponent in the hybrid sheme of [14℄. We note that an adaptive error reovery sheme

for wireless video transmission is developed in [18℄. An enhaned UDP transport protool for wireless

video transmission is developed in [24℄.

In [9℄ we studied the streaming of video using TCP as the transport protool. This paper di�ers

from [9℄ in two important aspets. First, [9℄ fouses on video streaming with delays on the order of one

seond. In this paper, on the other hand, we fous on real{time transmission with delays on the order of

less than a few hundred milliseonds, whih allow of real{time ommuniation, as needed for interative

appliations, suh as video onferenes, tele{mediine or games. Seondly, [9℄ studied a \reliable" video

servie, that temporarily pauses the video playout when the lient's onsumption exeeded the supply

of video information (and does not drop any video frames). This paper, on the other hand, onsiders a

real{time (albeit lossy) video servie, that trades of tight delay bounds for some small loss (whereas [9℄

guarantees no loss at the expense of large delay and play{bak pauses).

In [7℄ we developed a prefething sheme for the streaming of video in wireless environments. This

prefething sheme may be employed for downlink streaming as well as uplink streaming, and does also

support real{time transmission when the tolerable delays are of the order of a few video frame periods.

The fundamental di�erene between the sheme studied in this paper and the prefething sheme [7℄ is

that [7℄ requires entralized sheduling, whereas the sheme studied in this paper is for the unoordinated

transmission by distributed wireless terminals.

We note that video transmission in multi{ode CDMA systems is also studied in [1℄. The sheme

proposed in [1℄ is similar to ours in that multiple odes are used in parallel to aommodate the variable

sized video frames (of a given video). The main di�erene between [1℄ and our sheme is that [1℄ requires

a signi�ant amount of oordination among the videos being transmitted (for instane, the video streams

are aligned suh that a (typially large) Intraoded (I){frame of one video stream does not oinide with

the I{frame of another video stream). Our sheme on the other hand does not require any oordination

among the ongoing video ows, and is thus well suited for wireless networks with little or no oordination

among the wireless terminals, suh as ad{ho networks.

We �nally note that mehanisms for the transmission of salable video (i.e., video enoded into

multiple layers) over wireless links are disussed in [12, 15, 23℄. These mehanisms strive to shedule the

individual layers so as to maximize the overall video quality. Throughout this paper we are fousing on

video that is enoded into a single{layer (i.e., non{salable).
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2 Real{Time Video Transmission with SMPT

In this setion we disuss the transmission of video traÆ using the Simultaneous MAC Paket Transmis-

sion (SMPT) approah. At the sending wireless terminal the video is enoded into video frames. Eah

video frame is immediately passed down the networking protool stak through the UDP transport pro-

tool and the IP network protool (eah of whih appends its header to the video frame). For simpliity,

we assume that eah video frame is enapsulated into a single transport layer segment. (Thus, we use the

terms \segment" and \video frame" interhangeably in our disussion of the lower layer mehanisms.)

At the data link layer, the segment (video frame plus UDP and IP protool headers) is partitioned into

�xed size Link{layer Paket Data Units (LPDUs). (Padding is used to �ll the last LPDU for a given

video frame.) With the standard sequential transmission approah, the LPDUs are transmitted in send{

and{wait fashion using one single CDMA ode. (Throughout, a slotted timing struture is assumed,

where one CDMA ode provides suÆient transmission apaity to transmit one LPDU in one slot of

duration �

slot

.) An LPDU suessfully reeived by the reeiving terminal is immediately aknowledged,

and the next LPDU is transmitted in the subsequent slot. (We assume that the aknowledgment for a

suessful LPDU is returned and proessed before the next LPDU is sent in the next slot; this is feasible

with typial hardware on�gurations of wireless ommuniation systems [22℄.) If an LPDU is lost on the

wireless link, the sender retransmits the lost LPDU until it is reeived suessfully, and then moves on

to the next LPDU (see [8℄ for details).

2.1 Slow{Healing SMPT for Video Enoded with Rate Control

We now briey review the SMPT approah (referring the interested reader to [8℄ for a more detailed

disussion) and desribe how to transmit video enoded with rate ontrol with the SMPT approah.

The basi idea of SMPT is to transmit multiple LPDUs in parallel using multiple CDMA odes (one for

eah LPDU) when an LPDU was lost on the wireless link. Suppose an LPDU is not suessfully reeived

(and hene not aknowledged). In the most basi SMPT sheme, in the next slot the sending terminal

transmits the lost paket and the subsequent LPDU (whih would have been transmitted in that slot,

had there not been a link error) on two CDMA odes. If these LPDUs are suessfully reeived and

aknowledged the sender returns to sending one paket using one CDMA ode. Otherwise (i.e., if the

pakets are not suessful) the terminal sends three LPDUs (the two unsuessful LPDUs plus the LPDU

next in line) using three CDMA odes. This proess ontinues until the LPDUs are suessful or the

terminal has \ramped up" to using a pre{spei�ed maximum number R of CDMA odes (where typially

R = 8, due to the physial limitations of the radio front ends of pratial wireless devies; for low{ost

devies typially R = 3). We note that modern wireless systems, suh as IS{95 (Rev. B) and UMTS,

allow for the deployment of SMPT, as these systems provide the apability to adapt the transmission

rates by varying the number of used odes. (We also remark that oneptually the transmission rate

ould be adapted by varying the spreading gain or a ombination of varying the number of odes and

the spreading gain. However, to �x ideas for our study, we onsider a system that varies the number of

odes and keeps the spreading gain �xed.)

To save preious wireless transmission resoures (and energy) as well as to redue the reated inter-

ferene, the \ramping" mehanism of SMPT an be ombined with a link probing mehanism. The basi

idea of link probing (�rst proposed in [25℄), is to probe the link after an LPDU was not aknowledged.

In our SMPT ontext, the sending terminal retransmits the lost LPDU (as a link probe) using only

one single CDMA ode until this probing LPDU is aknowledged. The terminal then starts to build

the SMPT ramp to lear the baklog that has aumulated during the probing. With the Slow{Healing

variation of SMPT the terminal ramps up by using two CDMA odes in the slot right after the probing
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LPDU was reeived and aknowledged suessfully, three odes in the subsequent slot, and so on, until

all R odes are used. If at any point an LPDU is not aknowledged the terminal returns to probing and

rebuilds the ramp after a suessful probing LPDU. This probing re�nement is espeially e�etive with

the highly{orrelated, bursty errors of a typial wireless link (usually modeled as a two{state Markov

Chain, see Setion 2.4 and [19℄ for details) and is employed throughout the remainder of this study.

In this study on video transmission using SMPT we employ the outlined slow{healing SMPT approah

for video enoded with rate ontrol. The video frames are partitioned into LPDUs and bu�ered in a

data link bu�er of size L

Queue

. This bu�er is used to smooth out short{time sale variation of the

rate{ontrolled video (and holds the LPDUs that are baked up during link probing). The motivation

for using slow{healing SMPT for rate{ontrolled video is that rate{ontrolled video typially has only

moderate variations on relatively short time{sales around a pre{spei�ed target bit rate [6℄. Slow{

healing SMPT, whih strives to stabilize the throughput of the wireless link is therefore well suited for

this type of video traÆ. An important advantage of slow{healing SMPT is that it generally has very

good interferene properties [4℄; it has a small variane of the ode usage in a wireless ell, reduing the

demands on the power ontrol, and has a small inter{ell interferene to neighboring ells.

2.2 Fast/Slow{Start SMPT for Video Enoded Without Rate Control

For video enoded without rate ontrol, slow{healing SMPT is not well suited. This is beause video

enoded without rate ontrol exhibits a highly variable bit rate over a wide range of time sales (inluding

long time sales). A moderately sized bu�er at the link layer whih is ideally drained at a onstant rate

is therefore not very eÆient in serving this type of video traÆ. Instead, the link layer needs to adapt

to the varying bit rate of the video traÆ. To ahieve this we employ the more aggressive Slow{Start

and Fast{Start SMPT mehanisms. With fast{start SMPT the wireless terminal transmits R LPDUs

in parallel using R CDMA odes as long as there are baklogged LPDUs in the queue and all LPDUs

are aknowledged. When an LPDU is not aknowledged the terminal begins to probe the hannel with

one LPDU per slot. One the probing LPDU is aknowledged, the terminal resumes to transmit with

R odes. With slow{start SMPT, on the other hand, the terminal starts building a ramp whenever

more than one LPDU is in the queue (even when the baklog is not due to previous link errors). The

terminal inreases the number of used odes by one for eah slot in whih all LPDUs are aknowledged

up to the maximum of R odes. When an LPDU is not aknowledged, the terminal starts probing the

hannel with one LPDU. One the probing LPDU is aknowledged, the terminal resumes building the

ramp (provided there are baklogged LPDUs in the queue). By striving to work o� any baklog in the

link layer bu�er, the start SMPT mehanisms adapt to the varying bit rates. We note however, that

these start mehanisms generally lead to a higher variability of the total number of used odes in a ell

of a wireless ellular system, thus putting more burden on the ell's power ontrol. Also, the interferene

seen in neighboring ells is larger, ompared to the less aggressive slow{healing approah.

2.3 Performane Metris

Continuous media appliations (suh as video) have stringent timing onstraints. For the ase of video,

the reeiver has to deode and display a new frame with every frame period (typially 40 mse or multiples

thereof, see [6℄). If a video frame is not ompletely reeived by its playout deadline, the reeiver loses (a

part or all of) the frame. The loss may result in jerky motions or artifats in the video, whih redue

the pereived video quality.

For the purpose of our study we express the timing onstraints in the delay and jitter bounds

standardized in RFC 1193 [3℄, whih we briey review here for onveniene. Suppose at time t

0

a video
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frame is generated and instantaneously passed through the transport and network layer down to the data

link layer. Suppose the video frame (plus higher layer protool headers) is partitioned into N LPDUs.

With sequential transmission the minimal delay of the video frame is learly

D

min

= N � �

slot

:

This minimal delay is attained when there are no errors on the wireless link, i.e., when no LPDU needs

to be re{transmitted. However, typially there are some wireless link errors that result in some LPDU(s)

being dropped, and subsequently re{transmitted. Suppose that the transport layer at the reeiver aepts

only segments that arrive with a delay no larger than

D

max

= minf�

delay

; D

min

+ �

jitter

g; (1)

where �

delay

denotes the deterministi delay bound, and �

jitter

denotes the deterministi delay{jitter

bound de�ned in [3℄. We de�ne D

max

as the transmission window within whih a segment has to be

transmitted (delivered) from the sender to the reeiver in order to be onsidered suessful. Suppose

that the segment arrives at time t

2

at the transport layer at the reeiver. The delay D of a suessful

segment satis�es

D = t

2

� t

0

� �

delay

: (2)

The jitter J of the segment is

J = t

2

� (t

0

+N � �

slot

) � �

jitter

: (3)

In our quantitative study we onsider the following metris:

� The jitter J as de�ned in (3). In our simulations we reord the jitter of all suessful segments

(video frames) and report the resulting average jitter.

� The probability of suessful video frame (segment) delivery for a given delay onstraint �

delay

.

� The goodput (in bit/se) is obtained by summing the sizes of of the link layer payloads of all

suessfully transmitted LPDUs (in bit) and dividing this sum by the duration of a given video

ow. (The link later payload onsists of the video frame plus UDP and IP headers plus padding,

but does not inlude FEC and link layer header. Due to the UDP and IP protool headers as well

as the padding the goodput may be larger than the average bit rate of the video streams.)

Additionally, we onsider the apaity whih we de�ne as the number of simultaneous video ows

that an be supported in a given wireless ell while meeting spei� delay onstraints and goodput

requirements.

2.4 Simulation Senario

To evaluate the transmission of video using SMPT mehanisms we have developed omprehensive sim-

ulation programs based on ptolemy [17℄ and ns-2 [16℄. Beause of spae onstraints we give here only

a brief overview of the simulation programs and refer the interested reader to [8℄ for details. In our

simulations we onsider a senario where multiple distributed wireless (and possibly mobile) terminals

transmit video (exatly one stream per terminal) to a entral base station. We hose this uplink trans-

mission senario within a wireless ell to �x ideas. Our SMPT mehanisms do not rely on the ellular

struture; in fat with our SMPT mehanisms eah wireless terminal shedules its LPDU transmissions

without any knowledge of the other terminals' ativities. (The wireless terminals only \feel" eah other
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through the shared interferene environment (within the ell).) The simulation programs simulate the

entire network protool stak at eah sending terminal and the orresponding protool staks at the base

station (whih serves as a reeiver for the video streams).

For the simulation of the video traÆ we use frame size traes of 25 videos enoded with rate ontrol

(for the senario with rate ontrol) and frame size traes of 25 videos enoded without rate ontrol (for

the senario without rate ontrol). The sets of frame size traes are desribed in more detail at the

beginnings of Setions 3 and 4. In eah senario, for eah of the ongoing video streams we randomly

pik one out of 25 (respetive) frame size traes as well as a random phase into the seleted traes.

Eah video frame is enapsulated into a single UDP transport layer segment and passed down through

the IP network layer to the link layer. At the link layer the video frame (plus UDP and IP headers) is

partitioned into LPDUs of 128 bytes eah. (80 bytes of link layer payload (video frame, UDP and IP

protool headers, padding) + 47 bytes of FEC + 1 byte of link layer header.) The LPDUs are plaed

into the data link bu�er of default size L

Queue

= 100 LPDUs = 12.8 kByte.

At the physial layer, pseudo{noise spreading sequenes are used. Eah wireless links (onsisting of up

to R parallel ode hannels) is modeled using the two{state (\good" and \bad") Markov Chain (Gilbert{

Elliot) model with typial settings for the transition probabilities between the two states [19, 11, 8℄. In

the \bad" state all LPDUs sent over the link are dropped with probability one. In the \good" state an

improved Gaussian approximation is used to evaluate the bit error probability on the link as a funtion

of the total number of used pseudo{noise odes (i.e., interferene level) in the ell. The LPDU drop

probability is then alulated from the bit error probability assuming BCH(1023, 640, 41) forward error

orretion for eah LPDU. The slot length is �xed at �

slot

= 10 mse. The bit rate for one CDMA

hannel (in the wireless terminal to base station diretion) is 64 kbps.

All simulations are run until the 99% on�dene interval of the metris of interest is less than 1% of

the orresponding sample mean.

3 Simulation Results for Video Enoded With Rate Control

For the simulation of the transmission of video enoded with rate ontrol we use the 25 frame size traes

of video enoded in H.263 with a target bit rate of 64 kbps available from [6℄. These H.263 enodings are

harateristi of video enoded with rate ontrol. The video traÆ has only small to moderate variations

around the target bit rate.

The spreading gain is set to 16 throughout this setion.

3.1 Impat of the Number of Wireless Terminals

In Figure 1 we plot the goodput as a funtion of the number of wireless terminals (whih is equivalent

to the number of ongoing video streams). We give the goodput for the sequential transmission mode

and the slow{healing SMPT approah (with a maximum number of R = 3 parallel CDMA odes for

a given terminal). The orresponding jitter results are presented in Figure 2. In this experiment we

do not impose any delay bound �

delay

or jitter bound �

jitter

. Thus at the reeiver, there are no video

frames disarded due to violated playbak deadlines. Loss ours only when the LPDUs arrying parts

of a video frame �nd the link layer bu�er full. We observe from the �gures that with SMPT up to

nine video streams an be supported with a goodput of 66 kbit/s and an average jitter J smaller than

10 ms. The sequential transmission mode ahieves a goodput of 63 kbit/s for up to twelve video streams.

However, the average jitter of the sequential transmission mode is roughly one seond throughout. This

is unaeptable for real{time video transmission, espeially for interative appliations, suh as video
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Figure 1: Goodput as a funtion of number of

wireless terminals (L

Queue

= 100 LPDUs).
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Figure 2: Average jitter J as a funtion of number

of wireless terminals (L

Queue

= 100 LPDUs).

onferenes. We de�ne the operational phase (apaity) as the range of video streams over whih the QoS

provided is stable. For the senario shown in Figures 1 and 2 the operational phase for the sequential

transmission mode is 12 video streams and for SMPT it is nine video streams. We observe that the jitter

inreases steeply when the apaity of the SMPT system is exeeded, i.e., when the number of video

streams inreases from nine to ten (an 11% inrease in the ell load). To explain this, note that SMPT

stabilizes the throughput by using more odes when LPDUs get baklogged in the link layer bu�ers of the

wireless terminals. One the traÆ load is inreased beyond the system apaity, the interferene level

inreases signi�antly, leading to more dropped LPDUs and thus more baklog. In response, SMPT uses

more odes, trying to lear the baklog. However, by using more odes the interferene level is further

inreased. This in turn leads to more dropped LPDUs and more baklog, whih SMPT is not able to

lear when the system is loaded beyond its apaity. As we observe from Figure 2, when the SMPT is

loaded beyond its apaity it gives about the same jitter performane as sequential transmission.

We thus observe that there exists a trade{o� between the range of the operational phase (apaity)

and QoS provided in terms of goodput and jitter. For a smaller operational phase the QoS provided

by SMPT is muh better than the QoS provided by sequential transmission. (We note that the average

jitter studied here is only a �rst, oarse assessment of the performane. Even with an average jitter

below a ertain threshold �

jitter

, video frames may miss their deadline if the variability of the jitter is

large. We study therefore the performane with respet to a �xed delay onstraint in the next setion

and the jitter distribution in detail in Setion 3.3.)

3.2 Impat of Delay Constraint �

delay

In Figures 3 and 4 we plot the probability of suessfully delivering a video frame as a funtion of the

number of ongoing video streams for the sequential transmission mode and slow{healing SMPT. We

give the probability of suessful video frame delivery for the delay bounds �

delay

= 50, 100, 150, 200,

and 250 mse. We note that the link layer at the sending wireless terminal is not aware of these delay

bounds. The link layer simply tries to transmit the LPDUs in its bu�er; it is not aware of the fat that

the LPDUs arry video frames with playout deadlines. Thus, our approah preserves the isolation of the

layers of the networking protool stak and allows for the deployment of our mehanisms in low{ost

wireless terminals. At the reeiver's transport layer only the video frames meeting the delay bound are

passed up to the appliation. We observe from Figure 3 that only a very small fration (less than one

8



perent) of the video frames is transmitted suessfully with the sequential transmission mode for the

hosen delay bounds. As expeted, larger delay onstraints result in a larger probability of suessful

video frame delivery. However, even for a delay bound of �

delay

= 250 mse, less than one perent

of video frames are transmitted suessfully. (We note that this very poor performane is due to the

relatively large default size of the link layer bu�er of L

Queue

= 100 LPDUs. The link layer is not aware

of the video frame deadlines and transmits all the LPDUs in the bu�er, even though they may arry

video frames that have already missed their deadline. The larger the bu�er the more delay the LPDUs

may experiene in the bu�er. We study the impat of the bu�er size in detail in Setion 3.3.)

We observe from Figure 4 that with the slow{healing SMPT mehanism the probability of sending a

video frame suessfully is very high. For nine and less wireless terminals (eah sending one video stream)

the suess probability for a delay onstraint of �

delay

= 250 mse is 98%. Smaller delay onstraints �

delay

derease the suess probability, but even for �

delay

= 150 mse, the suess probability is still around

60%. We onlude that for its operational phase up to nine ongoing video streams, the slow{healing

SMPT mehanism ahieves high probabilities of suessful video frame transmission. With ten wireless

terminals the SMPT system is loaded beyond its apaity and we observe a sharp drop{o� in the suess

probability.
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Figure 3: Probability of suessfully delivering a

video frame for delay onstraints �

delay

= 50, 100,

150, 200, and 250 mse for the sequential transmis-

sion mode (L

Queue

= 100 LPDUs, �xed).
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Figure 4: Probability of suessfully delivering a

video frame for delay onstraints �

delay

= 50, 100,

150, 200, and 250 mse for the slow{healing SMPT

mehanism (L

Queue

= 100 LPDUs, �xed).

3.3 Impat of Link Layer Bu�er Size L

Queue

For the simulation results reported so far, the bu�er at the link layer was set to L

Queue

= 100 LPDUs =

12.8 kByte. We now vary the size of the link layer bu�er L

Queue

. It is well known that smaller bu�ers

redue the jitter. However, smaller bu�ers also result in larger loss (and hene a smaller probability of

suessful video frame transmission), and onsequently in a smaller goodput. We now investigate this

trade{o� quantitatively. Figures 5 and 6 give the goodput and the jitter as funtions of the link layer

bu�er size L

Queue

. (We do not impose a delay bound �

delay

or jitter bound �

jitter

in this experiment.)

We investigate the situation where nine and ten wireless terminal are transmitting rate{ontrolled video

simultaneously using either the sequential transmission mode or slow{healing SMPT. We observe that

for the sequential transmission mode (i) the ell load (either nine or ten WTs) has no signi�ant impat,

and (ii) as expeted, both the jitter and the goodput derease as the bu�er size is dereased from the

9
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Figure 5: Goodput as a funtion of the link layer

bu�er size L

Queue
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Figure 6: Average jitter J as a funtion of the link

layer bu�er size L

Queue

.

default value of 100 LPDUs to smaller values. For a bu�er size of L

Queue

= 30 LPDUs, for instane, the

average jitter is J = 100 mse and the goodput is 56 kbit/s. The impliation of this experiment is that

the performane of the sequential transmission mode is very sensitive to the link layer bu�er size. For

a relatively small bu�er of 30 LPDUs the sequential transmission mode reahes its maximum goodput.

Further inreases in the bu�er do not a�et the goodput, but inrease the jitter dramatially (and thus

lead to a small probability of suessful video frame delivery, as seen in the previous setion).

For bu�er sizes between 5 and 30 LPDUs there is no signi�ant di�erene between the performane

of SMPT for nine or ten wireless terminals. Note that the operational phase for SMPT inludes nine

wireless terminals with a bu�er size of 100 LPDUs. For nine terminals the average jitter J is always

below 10 ms and the goodput reahes 66 kbit/s for large bu�ers. For ten wireless terminals supported

with SMPT the jitter is below 10 mse for small bu�ers (30 LPDUs or less); for larger bu�ers the jitter

inreases dramatially. The good news from this experiment is that within its operational range of up

to nine ongoing video streams, SMPT is relatively insensitive to the bu�er size (as long as the bu�er has

a ertain minimum size, of 40 LPDUs in our setting); this simpli�es the on�guration of the mehanism

in pratie.

As noted above, real{time video transmission requires that the video frames are delivered within a

tight delay bound. To ahieve a tight delay bound the bu�ers should be small. In Figures 7, 8, 9, and

10 we plot the probability masses of the jitter J (in mse) as a funtion of the video frame size (in byte).

We onsider slow{healing SMPT and the sequential transmission mode in this experiment. The link

layer bu�er is set to L

Queue

= 20 LPDUs and L

Queue

= 40 LPDUs, respetively. There are nine wireless

terminals | sending one video stream eah | in the ell. Only the jitter values of suessful video

frames (i.e., video frames whih had none of their LPDUs dropped due to a full link layer bu�er) are

onsidered. All �gures have the bi{modal frame distribution | whih is typial for video enoded with

H.263 with rate ontrol (see [6℄ for details) | in ommon. We observe that SMPT gives signi�antly

smaller jitter J than the sequential transmission mode. For SMPT and a link layer bu�er of L

Queue

=

20 LPDUs, almost all of the probability mass is loated at jitter values less than 30 mse; for a link layer

bu�er of L

Queue

= 40 LPDUs, most of the probability mass is loated at jitter values less than 75 mse.

On the other hand, with the sequential transmission mode, video frames are very likely to experiene a

jitter of up to 150 mse for a link layer bu�er of L

Queue

= 20 LPDUs; with a link layer bu�er of L

Queue

= 40 LPDUs, jitter values in the range between 200 and 400 mse are very likely (espeially for small

video frames).
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Figure 7: Probability masses for video frame jitter

J as a funtion of the video frame size. (Sequen-

tial transmission, L

Queue

= 20 LPDUs, 9 video

streams.)
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Figure 8: Probability masses for video frame jitter

J as a funtion of the video frame size. (slow{

healing SMPT, L

Queue

= 20 LPDUs, 9 video

streams.)

Upon loser inspetion, we observe from Figures 7 and 9 that with the sequential transmission mode,

smaller video frames are more likely to experiene large jitter values, ompared to large video frames.

The reason for this is that large video frames �t only in an almost empty link layer queue and therefore

typially are not delayed by retransmissions of preeding video frames. Small video frames, on the other

hand, �t almost always into the queue and therefore are more likely to be delayed by retransmissions

of preeding frames. Note also that frame loss is more likely for larger video frames than for smaller

video frames for the sequential transmission mode. From Figures 8 and 10 we observe that for SMPT

the smaller video frames are only slightly more likely to experiene larger jitter values, ompared to the

larger video frames. In brief, this is due to the dynamis of the ramping proess (see [8℄ for details).

Besides the simulations with the frame size traes we have also onduted experiments with the atual

video streams to subjetively evaluate the video quality ahieved by the studied transmission shemes.

Beause of spae onstraints we give here only a few illustrative results and refer the interested reader

to [8℄ for more results. Figures 11 and 12 give snapshots for the video Aladdin

1

after transmission using

the sequential transmission mode and slow{healing SMPT. The piture obtained with an error{free

transmission is given for omparison. In the onsidered senario there are nine ongoing video streams,

the link layer bu�er is L

Queue

= 40 LPDUs, and the delay bound is d

delay

= 100 mse. We observe that

for both pitures the SMPT approah gives signi�antly better quality than the sequential transmission

approah. In fat the SMPT piture is almost as good as the piture that would be obtained with

an error{free transmission; it is only notieable that in the SMPT piture the ontours are somewhat

\washed out" and not as sharp as in the error{free piture. The piture obtained with sequential

transmission, on the other hand, is severely degraded in quality; it has several obvious artifats (also,

the left two{thirds of the piture in Figure 12 lag behind the error{free video piture). The degradations

in the pitures are aused by video frames that missed their deadline and ould therefore not be deoded.

With eah missed video frame the deoder misses the update of a number of maro{bloks whih then

1
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Figure 9: Probability masses for video frame jitter

J as a funtion of the video frame size. (Sequen-

tial transmission, L

Queue

= 40 LPDUs, 9 video

streams.)
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Figure 10: Probability masses for video frame

jitter J as a funtion of the video frame size.

(slow{healing SMPT, L

Queue

= 40 LPDUs, 9 video

streams.)

results in artifats and washed out ontours in future frames that are preditive enoded with respet

to the missing frame.

We note that these pitures are only indented to give a rough impression of how e�etive the simple

SMPT tehnique is. We did not onsider any re�nements, suh as error onealment tehniques [21℄

whih an deode partial video frames and thus improve the quality further at the expense of added

omplexity.

Figure 11: Comparison I of video sequene Aladdin (



DISNEY) after sequential (left), SMPT (middle),

and error-free (right) transmission.
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Figure 12: Comparison II of video sequene Aladdin (



DISNEY) after sequential (left), SMPT (middle),

and the error{free (right) transmission.

4 Simulation Results for Video Enoded Without Rate Control

In this setion we study the unoordinated real{time transmission of video enoded without rate ontrol

(i.e., in an open loop). For these simulations we used the frame size traes of 25 videos enoded in

MPEG{4 with the �xed quantization parameters 10 for I{frames, 14 for P{ frames, and 18 for B{frames

(available from [6℄). This open{loop enoding avoids the omplexity introdued by rate ontrol. (Also,

it results in a onstant video quality at the enoder output, whereas the video quality at the enoder

output is slightly variable when rate ontrol is employed). However, the traÆ produed by open{loop

enoding is highly variable. Not only are the individual video streams highly variable in the sizes of their

video frames, but also the di�erent video streams di�er signi�antly in their frame size statistis, e.g.,

the video streams vary in their mean bit rate (see [6℄ for the exat statistial properties of the 25 video

traes used). These variabilities pose a partiular hallenge for the network transport. We demonstrate

that the simple to deploy slow{ and fast{healing SMPT mehanisms are able to transport this highly

variable traÆ eÆiently in real{time over the wireless links.

Throughout this setion the spreading gain is set to a default value of 32 (whereas it was 16 throughout

the preeding setion). The reason for this larger spreading gain setting is that CDMA systems generally

ahieve better statistial multiplexing for larger spreading gains (espeially for video traÆ, see [8℄ for a

detailed study). In the previous setion the goal of the slow{healing SMPT transmission mehanism was

to stabilize the throughput of the wireless link to the target bit rate of the rate{ontrolled video enodings;

whih have only small variations and hene require only a small amount of statistial multiplexing. For

the highly variable open{loop enoded video onsidered in this setion, a signi�ant amount of statistial

multiplexing is required for eÆient transport.

4.1 Impat of the Number of Wireless Terminals

We �rst investigate the impat of the number of wireless terminals in the ell on the goodput and the

average jitter J . We onsider three transmission approahes: (1) sequential with a bit rate of 64 kbps

(i.e., a spreading gain of 32) and a bit rate of 128 kbps (i.e., a spreading gain of 16), (2) slow{start

SMPT (with up to R = 8 parallel ode hannels), and (3) fast{start SMPT (with up to R = 8 parallel

ode hannels). In Figure 13 we plot the goodput as a funtion of the number of wireless terminals for

the di�erent transmission approahes. We observe that the sequential transmission mode with 64 kbps

13
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Figure 13: Goodput as a funtion of the number of

wireless terminals (L

Queue

= 100 LPDUs).
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Figure 14: Average jitter J as a funtion of the

number of wireless terminals (L

Queue

= 100 LP-

DUs).

has a stable goodput of 53 kbps over the entire onsidered range of the number of wireless terminals

(eah transmitting one video stream). The sequential transmission mode with 128 kbps, whih e�etively

transmits always on two CDMA ode hannels and produes therefore signi�antly larger interferene,

ahieves a higher goodput of approximately 80 kbps up to 16 ongoing video streams. Up to 20 ongoing

video streams the fast{start SMPT approah ahieves the highest goodput. For more video streams the

goodput drops slowly to the level of the sequential transmission mode with 64 kbps. The slow{start

SMPT approah gives a slightly smaller goodput than the fast{start SMPT approah for less than 20

video streams, but for more video streams it ahieves the largest goodput.

In Figure 14 we plot the average jitter J as a funtion of the number of wireless terminals. Sequential

transmission with 64 kbps gives an average jitter J of 400 mse. This jitter is too large for real{time

video transmission, onsidering that for video onferening the jitter onstraint is typially �

jitter

= 150

mse. By doubling the bit rate a smaller jitter (whih is still above the threshold for video onferening)

is ahieved for up to 16 ongoing video streams. Only the SMPT mehanisms ahieve jitter values that are

aeptable for real{time ommuniation. For up to 18 wireless terminals in the ell the fast{start SMPT

mehanism gives a slightly smaller jitter than the slow{start SMPT mehanism. With a larger number

of ongoing video streams in the ell, the fast{start SMPT mehanism beomes unstable. This is beause

the fast{start SMPT mehanism always uses all R CDMA ode hannels without taking the interferene

level in the ell (governed by the other terminals' ativities) into onsideration. The slow{start SMPT

mehanism, on the other hand, gives an average jitter below 150 mse for up to 24 ongoing video streams.

The slow{start SMPT mehanism gives stable performane as the ell load inreases sine it probes out

the apaity in the ell by slowly inreasing the number of used CDMA odes.

4.2 Impat of Delay Bound �

delay

In Figures 15, 16, and 17 we plot the probability of suessfully delivering a video frame as a funtion

of the number of wireless terminals for the sequential transmission with 64 kbps, the fast{start SMPT

mehanism, and the slow{start SMPT mehanism. We plot the probability of suessful video frame

delivery (i.e., the probability that a video frame is delivered to the reeiver with a delay value smaller

14



than the delay bound �

delay

) for �

delay

= 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 mse. We note that the delay bound is

not known at the sender's link layer. The sender simply tries to send the video frames as fast as possible.

We observe from Figure 15 that for the sequential transmission the probability of sending a video frame

suessfully is onstant over the entire onsidered range of the number of wireless terminals in the ell.

The suess probability depends only on the delay onstraint. For a delay onstraint of �

delay

= 150

mse, the probability of in{time delivery of a video frame is around 30%. We observe from Figure 16 that
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Figure 15: Probability of suessfully delivering a

video frame with delay onstraints of �

delay

= 50,

100, 150, 200, and 250 mse for the sequential trans-

mission mode (L

Queue

= 100 LPDUs).
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Figure 16: Probability of suessfully delivering

a video frame with delay onstraints of �

delay

=

50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 mse for the fast{start

SMPT mehanism (L

Queue

= 100 LPDUs).

for the fast{start SMPT approah the probability of sending a video frame suessfully is over 70% if the

number of ongoing video streams is less than 19 and the delay onstraint �

delay

is 150 mse or larger. We
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Figure 17: Probability of suessfully delivering a

video frame with delay onstraints of �

delay

= 50,

100, 150, 200, and 250 mse for the slow{start

SMPT mehanism (L

Queue

= 100 LPDUs).
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Figure 18: Comparison of di�erent transmission

shemes: Probability of suessfully delivering a

video frame for a delay onstraint of �

delay

= 150

mse (L

Queue

= 100 LPDUs).

observe from Figure 17 that for slow{start SMPT (in ontrast to sequential transmission) the probability

of suessful transmission of a video frame dereases with eah additional video stream. However, the

suess probability with slow{start SMPT is always larger than with sequential transmission.

The probabilities of suessful video frame delivery with the di�erent transmission shemes (1) se-
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quential transmission with 64 kbps (Seq), (2) sequential transmission with 128 kbps (bit rate doubled by

using half the spreading gain) (Seq

2

), (3) fast{start SMPT (FastS), and (4) slow{start SMPT (SlowS)

are ompared in Figure 18 for the delay onstraint �

delay

= 150 mse. While fast{start SMPT gives the

largest suess probability for up to 18 wireless terminals, slow{start SMPT gives only slightly smaller

suess probabilities in this region. In ontrast to the fast{start SMPT mehanism, however, the slow{

start SMPT mehanism does not beome unstable as the number of wireless terminals inreases further.

Note that slow{start SMPT performs always signi�antly better than sequential transmission.

4.3 Impat of Link Layer Bu�er Size L

Queue

In Figure 19 we plot the average jitter J as a funtion of the link layer bu�er size L

Queue

for 18

wireless terminals and di�erent transmission shemes. Figure 20 gives the orresponding video frame

loss probabilities. (Reall that a video frame is lost only when one of the LPDUs arrying the frame �nds

the link layer bu�er full; there is no delay bound �

delay

or jitter bound �

jitter

imposed in this experiment.)

The bu�er length is given in LPDUs, where eah LPDU is 128 byte (and arries 80 byte of link layer

payload). We observe that the SMPT mehanisms ahieve signi�antly smaller average jitter values

and smaller loss probabilities than the sequential transmission mode. Among the SMPT mehanisms,

fast{start SMPT performs slightly better than slow{start SMPT.
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Figure 19: Average jitter J as a funtion of the link

layer bu�er size L

Queue

for 18 wireless terminals and

di�erent transmission shemes.
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Figure 20: Video frame loss probability as a fun-

tion of the link layer bu�er size L

Queue

for 18 wire-

less terminals and di�erent transmission shemes.

While for small bu�ers the jitter and loss probabilities do not di�er signi�antly among the transmis-

sion approahes, for larger bu�ers the di�erenes are very pronouned. Note that larger bu�ers result in

high ost end{systems. For the sequential transmission sheme a bu�er size of L

Queue

= 20 LPDUs (=

2.56 kByte) is a reasonable hoie. For this bu�er size the average jitter is small and the loss probability

is about as small as it an be with sequential transmission. A larger bu�er does not provide a signi�ant

improvement for sequential transmission. For the SMPT mehanisms, on the other hand, a bu�er size

between 50 and 70 LPDUs (6.4 { 9 kByte) gives both a small jitter and a small loss probability.

In Figures 21, 22, 23, and 24 we plot the probability masses of the jitter J (in mse) as a funtion of

the video frame size (in byte). We onsider the sequential transmission mode and fast{start SMPT in this

experiment. The link layer bu�er is set to L

Queue

= 20 LPDUs and L

Queue

= 40 LPDUs, respetively.

There are 18 wireless terminals sending one video stream eah in the ell. Note that fast{start SMPT

may transmit a video frame faster than the sequential transmission would over an error{free hannel.
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Figure 21: Probability masses for video frame jit-

ter J as a funtion of the video frame size. (Se-

quential transmission, L

Queue

= 20 LPDUs, 18

video streams.)
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Figure 22: Probability masses for video frame

jitter J as a funtion of the video frame size.

(fast{start SMPT, L

Queue

= 20 LPDUs, 18 video

streams.)

This results in negative jitter values J for the fast{start SMPT mehanism, whih we ount as a jitter

of zero. We observe from the �gures that fast{start SMPT ahieves generally smaller jitter values than

sequential transmission, with the di�erenes being more pronouned for the larger link layer bu�er. As

we have observed for the rate{ontrolled video in Setion 3.3, it is also the ase for video without rate

ontrol that smaller video frames experiene a larger jitter. This is again due to the fat that smaller

video frames �t more easily into the link layer bu�er and are more likely to be delayed by video frames

ahead of them in the bu�er. This e�et is more pronouned for sequential transmission than for SMPT.

For the large bu�er, small frames experiene jitter values of up to 500 mse with sequential transmission,

whereas the jitter values are less than 200 mse with SMPT.

Overall, we onlude from the simulation results presented in this setion that the fast{ and slow{

start SMPT mehanisms make the eÆient transmission of highly variable open{loop enoded video

over wireless links possible. The fast{start SMPT mehanism performs very well for a limited number of

simultaneous video streams, but beomes unstable when the number of streams grows beyond a ertain

threshold (of 18 streams with our parameter setting). The slow{start SMPT mehanism performs almost

as well as the fast{start SMPT mehanism when the number of video streams is small. In ontrast to

fast{start SMPT, slow{start SMPT does not beome unstable; it ahieves signi�antly higher goodput

values as well as smaller jitter values and smaller loss probabilities than sequential transmission even

for a large number of video streams. Thus, slow{start SMPT appears to be a good hoie as link layer

transmission mehanism for video enoded without rate ontrol.

5 Conlusion

We have studied the unoordinated real{time transmission of video by distributed wireless lients in

a wireless ell. We have demonstrated that simple to deploy Simultaneous MAC Paket Transmission

(SMPT) mehanisms enable the eÆient transmission of video with tight real{time onstraints on the
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Figure 23: Probability masses for video frame jit-

ter J as a funtion of the video frame size. (Se-

quential transmission, L

Queue

= 40 LPDUs, 18

video streams.)
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Figure 24: Probability masses for video frame

jitter J as a funtion of the video frame size.

(fast{start SMPT, L

Queue

= 40 LPDUs, 18 video

streams.)

order of 150 mse, thus enabling real{time appliations, suh as video onferening, games, and tele{

mediine. For video enoded with rate ontrol we found that the slow{healing SMPTmehanism ahieves

high goodput and small video frame loss probability while supporting a large number of simultaneous

video streams in the ell (i.e., giving high ell apaity). For the more bursty video traÆ resulting from

enoding without rate ontrol we found that the slow{ and fast{start SMPT mehanisms provide eÆient

transmission sheduling to ahieve a high ell apaity and good video quality. The slow{start SMPT

mehanism is partiularly resilient and degrades graefully as the load on the ell inreases. We studied

the impat of the link layer bu�er, the only hardware omponent required by the SMPT mehanisms.

We gave guidelines for the dimensioning of this bu�er.

While we onsidered the transmissions from distributed wireless terminals to a entral base station in

a ellular wireless network in our simulations, we emphasize that the presented SMPT mehanisms an

be deployed readily in ad{ho wireless networks. The SMPTmehanisms do not require any oordination

of the transmissions among the distributed lients, and an thus be used for point{to{point transmissions

in a luster of a wireless ad{ho network.

We also note that throughout our fous has been on mehanisms that are low in omplexity and ost

and easy to deploy yet give tangible performane gains, rather than �nding more omplex mehanisms

that further enhane the performane. The desribed SMPT mehanisms work exlusively at the link

layer of the sending wireless terminal and do not require any information from higher protool layers.

Thus preserving the isolation of the layers of the networking protool stak and reduing ost and

omplexity. Given the simpliity of the desribed mehanisms there are several avenues for future

researh and re�nement. For instane, a re�ned mehanism ould take advantage of the deadlines of the

video frames for the sheduling at the link layer. This re�ned sheduling algorithm would drop a frame

that will miss its playbak deadline at the reeiver and instead start to transmit the next video frame.

(Reall that the simple mehanisms studied in this paper do not assume any knowledge of the frames'

deadlines and simply transmits all the LPDUs in the link layer bu�er.) Note that the re�nement would

18



add omplexity sine its needs to obtain the frame deadlines (for instane by parsing the RTP header).

The re�nement would improve the performane and the luster (or ell) apaity by not transmitting

video frames that would miss their playout deadline and thus reduing the interferene level.
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